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ABSTRACT

GPUs have become a mainstream accelerator for database operations such as sorting. Most GPU sorting algorithms are single-GPU approaches. They neither harness the full computational power nor exploit the high-bandwidth P2P interconnects of modern multi-GPU platforms. The latest NVLink 2.0 and NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch interconnects promise unparalleled multi-GPU acceleration. So far, multi-GPU sorting has only been evaluated on systems with PCIe 3.0. In this paper, we analyze serial, parallel, and bidirectional data transfers to, from, and between multiple GPUs on systems with PCIe 3.0/4.0, NVLink 2.0/3.0, and NVSwitch. We measure up to 35x higher parallel P2P throughput with NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch over PCIe 3.0. To study GPU-accelerated sorting on today’s hardware, we implement a P2P-based GPU-only (P2P sort) and a heterogeneous (HET sort) multi-GPU sorting algorithm and evaluate them on three modern platforms. We observe speedups over state-of-the-art parallel CPU radix sort of up to 14x for P2P sort and 9x for HET sort. On systems with fast P2P interconnects, P2P sort outperforms HET sort up to 1.65x. Finally, we show that overlapping GPU copy/compute operations does not mitigate the transfer bottleneck when sorting large out-of-core data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unprecedented amounts of data make it increasingly challenging to keep the response times of database systems low [12, 23, 30, 32, 73]. Therefore, researchers and engineers continuously adapt the systems to modern hardware technology [2, 8, 9, 15, 25, 28, 75].

*Both authors contributed equally.

Figure 1: Sorting 16 GB on the DGX A100: CPU vs. GPUs

Steadily decreasing memory costs have led to the rise of in-memory database systems [22, 34, 68]. Their performance bottlenecks are often not I/O operations anymore, but memory bandwidth and compute power [71]. Recent hardware trends in concurrent data processing (e.g., multi-core architectures and massively-parallel accelerators) offer unparalleled performance. Featuring thousands of cores, graphics processing units (GPUs) provide remarkably high instruction throughput and memory bandwidth [4, 45, 50]. Especially in combination with high-bandwidth interconnects that promise to mitigate the data transfer bottleneck, GPUs have become suitable for accelerating essential database operations [38].

One such operation is sorting, with applications ranging from index creation and duplicate detection to merge-joins [20]. Numerous GPU-based sorting algorithms have been proposed [10, 33, 40, 43, 57, 59, 64, 65, 71]. However, the vast majority of these algorithms are single-GPU approaches that leave the potential performance gain of sorting across multiple GPUs entirely untapped.

Multi-GPU sorting algorithms employ either a GPU-only approach, utilizing the high-speed peer-to-peer (P2P) interconnects between the GPUs, or a heterogeneous strategy that exploits the computational power of both CPU and GPUs [19, 58, 72, 76]. Tanasic et al. propose, to the best of our knowledge, the only P2P-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm that performs both sorting and merging on the GPUs [72]. Gowanlock and Karsin describe the latest heterogeneous multi-GPU sorting approach in which the GPU merges chunks of data that have been sorted on the GPUs [19]. However, both authors conducted their experiments when PCIe 3.0 was the state-of-the-art interconnect, and multi-GPU platforms were still emerging. Since then, high-speed interconnects such as NVLink 2.0 and NVLink 3.0-powered NVSwitch have become available in systems such as the IBM Power System AC922 or the NVIDIA DGX A100 [26, 52]. Besides, Gowanlock and Karsin show that their algorithm’s final CPU merge phase becomes a bottleneck, which high-bandwidth interconnects might exacerbate. Thus, it is necessary to re-evaluate sorting on modern multi-GPU systems.

In this paper, we conduct an in-depth analysis of PCIe 3.0, PCIe 4.0, NVLink 2.0, and NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch interconnects on three modern multi-GPU systems. Our interconnect analysis covers serial, parallel, and bidirectional data transfers for multiple GPUs. Based on an evaluation of state-of-the-art single-GPU sorting and
merging primitives, we implement a P2P-based (P2P sort) and a heterogeneous (HET sort) multi-GPU sorting algorithm. We evaluate various compute and data transfer optimizations and incorporate those approaches that boost the end-to-end performance into our implementations. We study P2P and HET sort from an algorithmic point of view and evaluate their performance using our automated open-source benchmark suite. We compare the two algorithms for increasing numbers of GPUs and analyze HET sort’s scalability for large data exceeding the combined GPU memory.

We show that NVLink 2.0 accelerates CPU-GPU transfers up to 6.0× over PCIe 3.0. NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch outperforms PCIe 3.0 up to 35.3× and NVLink 2.0 up to 5.5× for concurrent P2P data transfers. Regarding multi-GPU sorting, we measure speedups over PARADIS [13], a state-of-the-art parallel CPU radix sort, of up to 14× for P2P sort and 9× for HET sort. Besides, we observe that P2P sort is 1.65× faster than HET sort on the DGX A100 with its high-speed NVLink 3.0 P2P interconnects (see Figure 1). Contrary to prior research findings [58, 71, 76], we show that overlapping GPU copy and compute operations does not improve the sorting performance for large out-of-core data on modern multi-GPU systems. We further find that eagerly merging sorted chunks does not reduce HET sort’s final CPU merge workload, decreasing its performance. Generally, we identify two limiting factors for scaling to increasing numbers of GPUs on modern platforms: low-bandwidth CPU-CPU interconnects and shared PCIe bandwidth effects for CPU-GPU data transfers. On the IBM AC922, where the CPU and the GPUs are exclusively connected via NVLink 2.0, we observe the shortest end-to-end sort durations. Therefore, a platform’s interconnect topology heavily impacts the performance of multi-GPU-accelerated sorting.

With this paper, we make the following contributions.

(1) We conduct an extensive analysis of modern CPU-GPU and P2P interconnects, covering serial, parallel, and bidirectional data transfers for multiple GPUs and are the first to evaluate NVLink 3.0-powered NVSwitch (Section 4).

(2) We evaluate state-of-the-art sorting and merging primitives for both CPU and GPU (Section 5, Section 6).

(3) We publish highly optimized P2P-based and heterogeneous multi-GPU sorting implementations (Section 5.2, Section 5.3).

(4) We analyze the two algorithms on three modern multi-GPU platforms to evaluate each system’s and algorithm’s suitability for GPU-accelerated sorting (Section 6.1).

(5) We demonstrate that overlapping GPU copy/compute operations does not mitigate the transfer bottleneck and eager merging does not reduce the CPU-GPU load imbalance when sorting heterogeneously on modern platforms (Section 6.2).

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide essential background information on GPUs and multi-GPU interconnect technologies.

GPU Accelerators. Graphics processing units (GPUs) provide highly parallel compute capabilities. The NVIDIA Tesla V100 reaches 7.8 and 15.7 TFLOPS while the NVIDIA A100 achieves 9.7 and 19.5 TFLOPS for double-precision and single-precision floating-point numbers, respectively. GPUs also provide high-bandwidth memory. However, with up to 80 GB, their memory capacity is small compared to that of main memory [45, 50]. High-performance computing (HPC) systems have multiple GPUs to increase the compute power and memory. GPUs are connected to the CPU’s memory controller and each other via an interconnect. Traditionally, PCIe 3.0 has been the standard interconnect. Its theoretical bandwidth is 16 GB/s per direction. For GPU-accelerated database operations, PCIe 3.0 has been the bottleneck as its bandwidth is considerably lower than that of main memory [19, 31, 38, 63, 70].

GPU Interconnects. In recent years, hardware vendors have tried to mitigate the transfer bottleneck by providing higher bandwidth rates. The latest systems connect the CPU to its GPUs with PCIe 4.0 at a 32 GB/s bandwidth. NVIDIA recently introduced a high-bandwidth interconnect technology called NVLink. NVLink 2.0 increases the bandwidth to 25 GB/s per link per direction and is primarily designed as a GPU-GPU interconnect, enabling faster P2P communication. One NVLink 2.0-enabled GPU supports six links for a theoretical peak bandwidth of 150 GB/s per direction. The NVLink 3.0-enabled NVIDIA Ampere architecture supports 12 links per GPU for up to 300 GB/s per direction. NVLink interconnects can also serve as CPU-GPU interconnects and even provide cache coherence across the CPU cache hierarchy and the GPU global memory cache [38, 48]. Other vendors advance interconnect technologies too. AMD Radeon Instinct GPUs include the high-speed AMD Infinity Fabric interconnect [4]. Intel CXL is an industry standard for CPU-to-accelerator interconnects based on PCIe 5.0 [67].

On PCIe-based multi-GPU systems without P2P interconnects, the PCIe interconnects form a balanced tree structure with the CPU as its root. High-bandwidth P2P interconnects (e.g., NVLink) allow for direct P2P transfers, eliminating the need for interconnect hops. Then, data transfers are less likely to compete for shared bandwidth. Modern systems often incorporate heterogeneous interconnects. Thus, the interconnect topology critically influences performance [35]. Most large-scale many-core CPU architectures integrate processor-local main memory. DRAM is attached to a CPU to form a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) node. Multiple NUMA nodes are connected through CPU interconnects so that one CPU can access a remote CPU’s memory. CPU interconnects typically provide less throughput and higher latency than CPU memory controllers [26, 39]. Thus, on NUMA platforms, the memory access time depends on the locality of the memory region relative to the CPU issuing the access. NUMA systems often attach an equal number of GPUs to each node. If no direct connection between the GPUs of different nodes exists, P2P transfers traverse the CPU interconnect. Thus, some systems connect all GPUs directly. NVIDIA’s NVSwitch uses NVLink-based switch chips to achieve non-blocking all-to-all P2P communication [35, 46].

3 RELATED WORK

In recent years, researchers have evaluated modern GPU interconnects. Pearson et al. evaluate single-GPU data transfer primitives for PCIe 3.0 and NVLink 1.0/2.0 [56]. Li et al. benchmark a wide range of interconnects on multi-GPU systems and suggest harnessing inter-GPU communication [35, 36]. In contrast, we evaluate the end-to-end sorting performance of multi-GPU accelerator platforms and design our data transfer benchmarks accordingly. Besides, we are the first to analyze NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch.
Research that evaluates database-relevant GPU-acceleration with NVLink has emerged within the last few years. Raza et al. evaluate the performance of GPU interconnects in the database management context and propose a hybrid materialization approach consisting of lazy and eager data transfers to accelerate OLAP workloads [62]. The authors evaluate using two GPUs only — one local GPU per CPU node. Lutz et al. benchmark performance characteristics of NVLink 2.0 and evaluate hash join workloads using various data placement and transfer strategies for large out-of-core data [38]. They perform their experiments with one GPU only and do not analyze P2P transfers. In contrast, we evaluate data processing algorithms for multiple GPUs, one of which utilizes P2P interconnects.

Rui et al. evaluate three multi-GPU join algorithms for large out-of-core data on platforms with PCIe and NVLink interconnects [63]. They analyze the data transfers to be the bottleneck, observing a speedup of up to 2.8× with eight GPUs over one. Paul et al. propose a partitioned hash join for multiple GPUs. They evaluate it to outperform prior distributed join algorithms on the NVIDIA DGX-1 using an adaptive multi-hop data distribution strategy [55]. In comparison, we evaluate multi-GPU sorting through two algorithms on three modern systems and analyze modern interconnects.

All published multi-GPU sorting algorithms are sort-merge approaches. Tanasic et al. propose the only approach that performs all computations on the GPUs using P2P memory swaps [72]. Other multi-GPU sorting algorithms are heterogeneous approaches for large data: Gowani and Karnsin extend the CPU-GPU sort by Stehle and Jacobsen to multiple GPUs and observe the CPU merge to be a major bottleneck, next to the CPU-GPU transfers [19, 71]. Ye et al. adapt a deterministic parallel sample sort to multiple GPUs and evaluate it on two GPUs [76]. Peters et al. describe an algorithm that uses k-way merging [58]. All of these algorithms were evaluated on systems with PCIe 3.0 only. We are the first to evaluate multi-GPU sorting on high-bandwidth interconnects and to compare two multi-GPU sorting algorithms to each other.

4 INTERCONNECT ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the data transfer performance of three multi-GPU platforms with different interconnect topologies.

4.1 Hardware Systems Overview

Table 1 shows each system’s hardware specification and their topology with the bandwidth rates per direction. The IBM Power System AC922 comes with NVLink 2.0 for CPU-GPU and P2P connections. The DELTA System D22x M4 PS is equipped with PCIe 3.0 as the CPU-GPU interconnect and NVLink 2.0 for P2P transfers. Both systems have four NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs and only differ in their interconnects and host side. The NVIDIA DGX A100 has eight NVIDIA A100 GPUs that are interconnected with NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch for fast all-to-all P2P transfers and via PCIe 4.0 to the CPU. All systems have two NUMA nodes but differ in their CPU interconnects. The IBM AC922 has an X-Bus interconnect, the DELTA D22x comes with Intel’s Ultra Path Interconnect (UPI), and the DGX A100 uses AMD Infinity Fabric. The IBM AC922 is the only system that includes NVLink 2.0 as the CPU-GPU interconnect, enabling efficient GPU-accelerated query processing [38]. The DGX A100 is NVIDIA’s most competitive GPU-accelerator platform.

4.2 CPU-GPU Data Transfers

We compare the throughput of CPU-GPU transfers when performing a serial copy and copying to or from multiple GPUs in parallel. Additionally, we evaluate the bidirectional copy throughput in the serial and parallel scenarios. For that, we repeat concurrently executed HtoD and DtoH copies and calculate the average duration of one bidirectional copy. Only after both copy streams finish, bidirectional data transfers are considered to be completed. Thus, they are bound by the slower copy stream. For serial transfers, we copy 4 GB from host to device memory (HtoD) and back (DtoH). For the parallel experiment, a host memory buffer of 4 GB is allocated for each GPU, allowing the data transfers to occur concurrently. This results in different interconnect paths being used, either shared or exclusively. When copying bidirectionally, the transfers operate on distinct 4 GB buffers per direction. For every experiment, the transfers start from CPU node 0, where the host buffers are allocated in pinned memory. While the operating system can move pageable memory, pinned memory is page-locked. The advantage of pinned memory is that the CUDA driver starts copying without intermediate transfers [24]. More importantly, pinned memory copies utilize substantially higher transfer rates because the data transfer is offloaded to the GPU’s copy engine that accesses the host memory via direct memory access (DMA) [38, 56].

IBM Power System AC922: In Figure 2a, we observe the system’s topology reflected in the results. For GPUs 0 and 1, which are local to CPU 0, the throughput almost reaches the theoretical peak of 75 GB/s with 72 GB/s. When the copy stream traverses the CPU interconnect to GPUs 2 or 3, we measure a performance drop to 41 GB/s and 35 GB/s for HtoD and DtoH transfers, respectively, which is 64% and 55% of the theoretical 64 GB/s X-Bus bandwidth. Our results confirm the measurements by Pearson et al. as we obtain the same numbers [56]. Also, we observe a slight performance overhead for bidirectional copies as the local GPUs achieve a throughput of 127 GB/s, 88% of 2× the unidirectional throughput of 72 GB/s. The X-Bus bandwidth again limits the bidirectional throughput of remote GPUs. While a small bidirectional copy overhead is expected, the X-Bus throughput is surprisingly low. We analyze memory copies between NUMA nodes to exclude the CUDA driver but find that the measured throughput does not reach the theoretical maximum. The X-Bus interconnect consists of two X-Links [14]. One X-Link carries the coherency traffic and the payload; the other is a data-only link [27]. We suspect that the system reaches a state of many retries since the CPU tries to drive more bandwidth than the X-Link can sustain. Therefore, retry attempts, not data transfers, consume the bandwidth.
When the two local GPUs were connected with three NVLinks 2.0 locally to one CPU node (DtoH) of the maximum throughput achievable if all four GPUs were connected, the throughput is reasonable, though, since that many copies compete for and saturate the main memory bandwidth. When copying to the remote GPUs 2 and 3 in parallel, we observe the throughput of the three transfer types to stay within 82% of their single local copy throughput (150 GB/s). However, the bandwidth of PCIe 3.0 interconnects is significantly lower than that of UPI. Hence, in Figure 3a, we observe that there is no performance difference between local and remote GPU copies. We measure 12-13 GB/s, which is close to the theoretical peak of 16 GB/s. Bidirectional data transfers reach almost double the unidirectional throughput (within 77-83%). In Figure 3b, we again observe the absence of NUMA effects. Parallel copy operations on multiple GPUs achieve the desired scaling.

### Table 1: Topology and specification of the evaluated multi-GPU platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) IBM Power System AC922</th>
<th>(b) DELTA System D22x M4 PS</th>
<th>(c) NVIDIA DGX A100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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### Figure 3: CPU-GPU data transfers on the DELTA D22x

When copying on four GPUs, the HtoD,DtoH, and bidirectional transfers reach 4x higher throughput. This is the case because the CPU interconnect bandwidth is high enough to support multiple, shared PCIe 3.0-bound copy streams and because the system provides an exclusive PCIe switch for each GPU. Still, the parallel copy throughput on all four GPUs is higher on the IBM AC922 despite its strong NUMA-related performance decreases.

**NVIDIA DGX A100:** In Figure 4, we measure 24-25 GB/s for serial HtoD and DtoH data transfers on local and remote GPUs, which is within the expected range of 75-78% of the theoretical 32 GB/s PCIe 4.0 bandwidth. Thus, PCIe 4.0 doubles the measured bandwidth of PCIe 3.0. This is the case for any GPU taken out of the sets (0, 1, 2, 3) and (4, 5, 6, 7). However, we observe a slight throughput decrease by 18% down to 32 GB/s for bidirectional copies on remote GPUs compared to 39 GB/s on local ones. The parallel copy throughput results reveal that some data transfers share bandwidth when executed in parallel (GPUs in tuple notation). Compared to a single GPU, the throughput does not double when copying with GPUs (0, 1), but it does increase 2x for GPU pair (0, 2). This is because the GPU pairs (0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5), and (6, 7) each share a PCIe switch. Because one PCIe switch connects one pair of GPUs with CPU memory via only one PCIe 4.0 interconnect instance of 16 lanes, these GPU pairs share the respective bandwidth...
of 32 GB/s. This also explains why the throughput does not increase from GPUs \((0, 2, 4, 6)\) up to eight. For the remote GPU pair \((4, 6)\), we observe that the HtoD and DtoH throughput is almost the same as for the local pair \((0, 2)\) because of the GPU interconnect’s high enough bandwidth. However, we again observe a bidirectional copy overhead on remote GPUs, as GPU pair \((4, 6)\) achieves 61 GB/s (74%) instead of 82 GB/s – a performance discrepancy that requires further investigation. The bidirectional throughput for GPUs \((0, 2, 4, 6)\) and all eight is bound by the remote performance as we measure approximately twice the throughput of GPU pair \((4, 6)\).

**Conclusion.** Our results show that even though high-speed NVLink 2.0 significantly accelerates data transfers over PCIe 3.0 and 4.0 on CPU-local GPUs, concurrent multi-GPU usage introduces bottlenecks on two of our platforms. We observe low CPU interconnect bandwidth on the IBM AC922 as well as an insufficient number of PCIe switches (and the resulting shared PCIe bandwidth) on the DGX A100 to limit the scalability of the systems’ multi-GPU copy throughput. We observe that multiple GPUs do not always harness full bidirectional bandwidth concurrently.

### 4.3 P2P Data Transfers

We measure the P2P throughput for serial and parallel transfers. In the serial scenarios, we copy 4 GB of data from one GPU to another. In the parallel scenarios, multiple GPUs copy concurrently, operating on distinct blocks of 4 GB each. We evaluate parallel copies for sets of \(g\) GPUs with \(g \in \{2, 4, \ldots, \hat{g}\}\) and \(\hat{g}\) being the system’s maximum number of GPUs. For a set of \(g\) GPUs \(\{GPU_0, \ldots, GPU_{g-1}\}\), we concurrently copy as follows: \(GPU_0 \leftrightarrow GPU_{g-1}, GPU_1 \leftrightarrow GPU_{g-2}, \ldots, GPU_{\frac{g}{2}} \leftrightarrow GPU_{\frac{g}{2}}\). As the arrows indicate, we measure the bidirectional P2P throughput for the parallel scenarios.

**IBM Power System AC922:** The IBM AC922 connects GPUs 0 and 1 with three NVLinks for a P2P throughput of 72 GB/s (Figure 5a). GPUs 2 and 3 can only communicate via X-Bus, resulting in 46% of the direct throughput. Achieving high performance depends on the GPU locality. Figure 5b shows that concurrent P2P transfers between two directly connected GPUs reach optimal performance. When all four copies are performed between distant GPUs, \((0, 3)\) and \((1, 2)\), the X-Bus bandwidth is shared in both directions. Thus, the throughput drops to 53 GB/s – 18% of what could be achieved if all GPUs were interconnected via three NVLinks.

**DELTA System D22x M4 PS:** The DELTA D22x comes with at most two NVLinks to connect GPUs between each other but does connect more pairs of GPUs than the IBM AC922. In Figure 6a, we observe the throughput of the P2P copies from GPU 0 to GPUs 1 and 2 to reach 48 GB/s of the theoretical 50 GB/s. The performance decrease for distant (host-side traversing) P2P transfers is much steeper. This is the case for the path from GPU 0 to GPU 3, where throughput drops by 81% compared to direct P2P copies. While the GPU interconnect bandwidth (UPI) is high enough (62 GB/s), the low PCIe 3.0 bandwidth slows down the data transfers twice: On the way from GPU 0 to CPU node 0 and from the remote CPU node 3. Compared with the IBM AC922, three NVLinks achieve an \(8\times\) higher transfer rate (72 GB/s) than PCIe 3.0 (9 GB/s). For parallel transfers on two GPUs, we see optimal throughput in Figure 6b. Given that GPU pairs \((0, 3)\) and \((1, 2)\) are not directly interconnected, the throughput drops for four GPUs.

**NVIDIA DGX A100** The DGX A100 fully connects all GPUs between each other with NVLink 3.0-based NVSwitch. As a result, any data transfer from one GPU \(i\) to any other GPU \(j\) utilizes its own direct, high-bandwidth P2P connection powered by twelve NVLinks per direction, for a total theoretical bandwidth of 300GB/s. We measure 279 GB/s for serial P2P transfers, as seen in Figure 7. This constitutes a \(31\times\) higher throughput compared to the host-side traversing P2P copies via PCIe 3.0 on the DELTA D22x (9 GB/s). The serial P2P copy throughput on the DGX is also \(3.9\times\) higher than on the IBM AC922 (72 GB/s). The parallel P2P transfers reveal that NVSwitch is designed to support concurrent all-to-all copies, because the throughput scales well for increasing numbers of GPUs. We measure a total parallel P2P copy throughput of 894-1060 GB/s for four GPUs, which is \(17-20\times\) higher than four GPUs reach on the
IBM AC922. Between all eight GPUs of the DGX A100, we observe a total parallel P2P copy throughput of 2116 GB/s, which constitutes a perfectly linear 2× speedup over four GPUs.

**Conclusion.** We conclude that P2P copies are by far the fastest on the DGX A100 due to NVLink 3.0-powered NVSwitch. Compared to the other two systems, the DGX A100 achieves an up to 5.5× higher throughput on two GPUs and up to 35.3× on four GPUs. On the IBM AC922 and the DELTA D22x, NVLink 2.0 provides high P2P throughput for select GPU pairs. Both systems do not connect all four GPUs directly. Therefore, concurrent P2P transfers between all GPUs traverse the poorly interconnected host-side.

5 SORTING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we present our two multi-GPU sorting algorithm implementations: a P2P-based approach building upon Tanasic et al. and a heterogeneous GPU-CPU strategy. First, we study state-of-the-art single-GPU sorting and merging primitives in our implementations. For both multi-GPU sorting approaches, we re-evaluate if published performance optimizations still hold on today’s accelerator platforms with high-bandwidth interconnects. In addition to that, we introduce our optimizations and algorithmic extensions. We compare the two algorithms in terms of data transfer volume and computational complexity of their merge phase.

The first phase of the multi-GPU sorting process is the same for the two algorithms. The input data is partitioned into equally sized chunks that fit into GPU memory. Then, g GPUs simultaneously sort their chunk locally. The algorithms differ in the second phase (i.e., how the sorted chunks are merged into the fully sorted output data). Tanasic et al. propose a P2P-based GPU merge strategy while the heterogeneous approach utilizes the CPU for merging.

5.1 Single-GPU Sorting

Since both multi-GPU sorting approaches employ a single-GPU algorithm to sort chunks locally, we study the performance of state-of-the-art single-GPU sorting algorithms. We use the fastest primitive in both of our implementations. Most single-GPU sorting algorithms are either merge-based or radix sort algorithms [43, 49, 65, 71]. Merge sort has the worst time complexity with \(O(n \times \log(n))\). While radix sort has a computational complexity of \(O(n)\), its main bottleneck is the high memory bandwidth demand. At their time of evaluation, Satish et al. find that radix sort performs slightly better than merge sort, claiming that merge sort is better suited for future architectures with increased SIMD widths [65]. However, the last decade’s hardware developments and algorithmic improvements helped establish radix sort as the fastest single-GPU sorting algorithm. The most recent work in this field is the MSB radix sort by Stehle and Jacobsen which lifts the restriction of having to respect the order of preceding sorting passes [71]. This enabled their implementation to consider more bits per sorting pass, reducing the memory bandwidth demand. The GPUs’ memory bandwidth has increased considerably as well [45, 50].

We re-evaluate state-of-the-art single-GPU sorting primitives on modern hardware for 1B (billion) 32-bit integers in Table 2. Contrary to previous research [71], we observe that NVIDIA’s two CUDA libraries, CUB and Thrust [51, 54], achieve identical performance as they currently use the same underlying LSB radix sort. Additionally, we evaluate the openly available Modern GPU merge sort [49] as well as the original implementation of the radix sort by Stehle and Jacobsen [71]. At the time of publication, they evaluated their radix sort to be the fastest sorting algorithm for the GPU, outperforming Thrust, CUB, and MGPU. With release 1.11.0, Thrust’s sorting performance improved up to 2× for 32 and 64-bit numeric keys. The performance improvements result from reducing the number of memory reads/writes per pass from \(3 \times n\) to \(2 \times n\) and increasing the number of considered digits per sorting pass. This is achieved by calculating the histogram once and further decoupling the parallel computation of the prefix sum [1, 42]. Now, thrust::sort not only outperforms MGPU’s merge sort (5.5×), but the MSB radix sort by Stehle and Jacobsen as well (1.6×). Thus, we show that, contrary to Shanbhag et al.’s findings [66], MSB radix sorts are not inherently better suited for the GPU than their LSB counterparts. Like CUB, Thrust’s sort allows for passing a custom memory buffer, eliminating the need to dynamically allocate memory during the sorting execution. The space complexity of thrust::sort is in \(O(n)\) as it needs temporary memory as large as the input size \(n\) plus a small constant overhead (less than 64 MB). Dynamic memory allocations are expensive and should be avoided in performance-critical applications [47]. On the IBM AC922, we measure allocating 8 GB of GPU memory to take 150 ms. Thus, we pre-allocate all device memory for both multi-GPU sorting algorithms.

Table 2: Sorting 1B 32-bit keys on the NVIDIA A100 GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust</td>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>36 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUB</td>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>36 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stehle et al.</td>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>57 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGPU</td>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>200 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 P2P-Based Multi-GPU Sorting

The P2P-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm (P2P sort) performs all computations on the GPUs. After the data is locally sorted on each GPU, the merge phase produces the globally sorted array across all \(g\) GPU chunks, which are then copied back to the host. The comparison-based nature of the merge phase allows for sorting any comparable data. The main benefit of merging on the GPUs is the considerably faster execution because highly parallel GPU merge algorithms outperform CPU implementations [21]. Multiple GPUs merge their data by swapping blocks of keys between each other through P2P data transfers, based on a specific pivot.

**Pivot Selection.** To merge two sorted arrays \(A\) and \(B\) of equal size \(n\) into one sorted array \(AB\), we need to swap keys between \(A\) and \(B\) so that every key in \(A\) is less than or equal to every key in \(B\). Tanasic et al. present an algorithm to calculate a pivot position \(p\) in \(B\) and the mirrored position \(p'\) in \(A\), where \(p' = |A| - p\). The pivot ensures that the first \(p'\) keys of \(A\) and the first \(p\) keys in \(B\) are \(\leq\) to the last \(p\) keys of \(A\) and the last \(p'\) keys in \(B\) [72].

\[
\forall i, j \in \{0, \ldots, n - 1\}, i < p \land j \geq p' : B[i] \leq A[j] \land \\
\forall i, j \in \{0, \ldots, n - 1\}, i \geq p \land j < p' : A[j] \leq B[i]
\]
We measure fast execution, even without parallelization. Across
within the device memory. We measure it orders of magnitude
higher GPU memory bandwidth. We measure device-local copies
faster than the interconnect transfer because of the signi-
sponding remote chunk writes into. This local copy is performed
memory block that is not swapped needs to be locally copied to
Consequently, for the two chunks that are divided by the pivot, the
ers to avoid synchronizing.

Algorithm 1 Pivot selection for two sorted arrays $A$ and $B$

1: function SELECT_PIVOT(array $A$, array $B$)
2:     $low \leftarrow 0$, $high \leftarrow \text{size}(B)$
3:     while $low < high$
4:         $mid \leftarrow high - (high - low)/2$
5:         if $A[\text{size}(A) - mid] \leq B[mid - 1]$ then
6:             $high \leftarrow mid - 1$
7:         else
8:             $low \leftarrow mid$
9:     return $low$

The first $p$ keys in $B$ are swapped with the last $p$ keys in $A$,
fulfilling the condition that $A \leq B$, while guaranteeing the two
exchanged blocks to be of equal size $p$. It allows for perfect load-
balancing throughout the multi-GPU sorting algorithm as each
GPU’s chunk size is constant. Since we swap blocks of consecu-
tive keys, we must individually sort each array. Both arrays are
sorted initially. Thus, the exchanged blocks are also sorted. After
the memory swap, each of the two arrays $A$ and $B$ contains two
sorted sublists, which are then merged, bringing the concatenated
array $AB$ into sorted order. When the arrays $A$ and $B$ are distributed
to one GPU each, the P2P swap and the two GPU-local merges
conclude the entire merge phase (see Figure 8).

We implement the pivot selection using an adapted binary-search
that operates on two sorted arrays, as seen in Algorithm 1. Contrary
to Tanasic et al., our pivot selection guarantees to pick the leftmost
pivot. This minimizes the number of keys transferred via the P2P
interconnects. In the extreme case, when no P2P swap is necessary,
our pivot selection returns zero, and we skip the P2P swap to reduce
data transfers. The performance gain of this optimization depends
on the number of duplicate keys and the data distribution (see
Section 6.3). The pivot selection accesses keys of remote GPUs via
P2P memory reads. The number of remote memory accesses and
the algorithm’s complexity is $O(\log(n))$, where $n$ is the chunk size.
We measure fast execution, even without parallelization. Across
our three multi-GPU systems, the pivot selection accounts for 0.03%
of the total execution time for 2B integers on four GPUs.

After the pivot is selected, we swap memory blocks via over-
lapped P2P transfers to utilize the interconnects’ bidirectional band-
width. Tanasic et al. propose not to implement the memory swaps
in-place but rather use secondary buffers to avoid synchronizing.
Consequently, for the two chunks that are divided by the pivot, the
memory block that is not swapped needs to be locally copied to
the same secondary buffer that the P2P copy stream of the corre-
sponding remote chunk writes into. This local copy is performed
within the device memory. We measure it orders of magnitude
faster than the interconnect transfer because of the significantly
higher GPU memory bandwidth. We measure device-local copies
to be faster than P2P transfers -- 3x over NVLink 3.0, 5x over three
NVLinks 2.0, and 42x over PCIe 3.0. Because the local copies and
the P2P transfers happen concurrently, we do not sacrifice perfor-
ance. Also, we do not introduce any memory overhead because
trust::sort already needs an auxiliary memory buffer of size $n$,
which we reuse for the P2P swaps. Since the copy streams write to
separate memory addresses, no synchronization is needed, and the
throughput is not throttled. Thus, we confirm that the out-of-place
P2P swap optimization still holds on modern systems.

Merge Phase. When the data is distributed to more than two
GPUs, the merge phase gets more complex. Figure 9 depicts the
merge algorithm on $g = 4$ GPUs, each with its locally sorted chunk
$C_i$ with $i \in \{0, \ldots, g - 1\}$. It starts by merging pairs of GPU chunks
($C_0$ with $C_1$ and $C_2$ with $C_3$). As a result, a sorted array across
GPUs 0+1 and 2+3 is obtained in @1. In the global merge stage in
@2, a pivot is selected among all chunks. If the pivot falls into $C_3$,
the entire chunk $C_1$ is swapped with $C_2$. Additionally, we swap
the pivot-determined blocks in $C_0$ and $C_3$, which then need to be
locally merged. After the global merge stage, all keys in $C_0$ and $C_1$
are less than or equal to the ones in $C_2$ and $C_3$. If concatenated,
however, the arrays across $C_0+C_1$ and $C_2+C_3$ are not sorted yet.
Subsequently, another pair-wise merge stage produces the final,
sorted output in @3. Tanasic et al. design the algorithm for up to
four GPUs only. We extend it to any number of GPUs $g$ with $g = 2^k$
to fully utilize the DGX A100 (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Merge phase for a set of GPUs $G$

1: function MERGE_CHUNKS(array $G$)
2:     $g \leftarrow \text{size}(G)$
3:     if $g > 2$ then
4:         $\text{MERGE_CHUNKS}([0, g/2])$
5:         $\text{MERGE_CHUNKS}([g/2, g])$
6:     pivot $\leftarrow$ SELECT_PIVOT($G$)
7:     if pivot $> 0$ then
8:         chunks $\leftarrow$ SWAP_CHUNKS(pivot, $G$)
9:         $\text{MERGE_CHUNKS_LOCALLY}(\text{pivot}, \text{chunks}, G)$
10:    if $g > 2$ then
11:        $\text{MERGE_CHUNKS}([0, g/2])$
12:        $\text{MERGE_CHUNKS}([g/2, g])$
Once the chunks are locally sorted, the merge phase produces the globally sorted array through multiple merge stages. In divide-and-conquer fashion, the problem of merging $g$ GPU chunks is solved by merging the left as well as the right half of chunks (Lines 4 and 5). We define a merge stage as the algorithm’s execution phase when merges occur at a certain recursion tree level. Thus, a merge stage is identified by the number of chunks merged $m$. When we sort on $g$ GPUs, the merge stage $m = 2$ describes the $g/2$ pair-wise merges on the leaf-level while the merge stage $m = g$ defines the global merge at root-level where the pivot is selected across all $g$ chunks. Once the recursion tree is fully constructed down to its leaves, the first merge stage is executed, during which pairs of chunks are merged into one sorted array by 1) finding the pivot, 2) swapping the corresponding keys, and 3) merging the affected chunks locally (Lines 6-9). As the recursion tree resolves, merge stages are performed on more than two GPUs. Then, executing the three merge steps does not result in a globally sorted array, as already seen in Figure 9. Instead, swapping keys re-distributes them into their correct half of chunks, which are then each merged by subsequent recursive calls (Lines 11 and 12). For locally merging on a single GPU, we use Thrust because it outperforms MGPU up to 1.7x for two sorted lists of 8 GB each [49, 54].

5.3 Heterogeneous Multi-GPU Sorting

The heterogeneous multi-GPU sorting algorithm (HET sort) utilizes the CPU for merging. The locally sorted $g$ chunks are copied back from the GPUs to host memory, where a CPU-based multiway merge algorithm produces the globally sorted data.

**Multiway Merge Algorithm.** For a fair comparison between P2P and HET sort, the CPU multiway merge primitive needs to be sufficiently optimized. The lower bound time complexity of any comparison-based $k$-way merging algorithm is $O(n \log k)$, where $k$ is the number of sublists. Typical implementations are heap-based and require $2 \log k$ comparisons in each step of computing the next smallest key. However, the loser tree data structure performs better as it needs exactly $\log k$ comparisons [6]. Efficient algorithms work out-of-place (i.e., they require two times the input size in main memory). In-place approaches have a worse time complexity and perform poorly in practice [7, 11]. We favor an out-of-place algorithm since we work on modern platforms with enough main memory and optimize for end-to-end sort durations. Multiway merging on the CPU is memory bandwidth-bound [9, 19]. Balkesen et al.’s two published single-threaded $k$-way merging primitives [9], used by the authors in a parallel sort-merge join algorithm, do not saturate the memory bandwidth of our systems. The multi-threaded $k$-way merging algorithm included in the gnu_parallel compiler extension utilizes the loser tree data structure and, therefore, has the best conceivable time complexity [17, 18]. We analyze its memory utilization across our three systems using the Likwid monitoring tool [16, 74]. First, we measure the maximum sustainable memory bandwidth on all three systems using the STREAM benchmark adapted to our NUMA architectures [41]. We confirm the observation of Li et al. that the DRAM of modern high-performance systems achieves 75-80% of its theoretical bandwidth rate [37]. Second, we measure the memory bandwidth utilization of gnu_parallel::multiway_merge for $n \in \{2, 8, 32\}$ billion integers equally distributed into $g \in \{2, 4, 8\}$ sorted sublists. We find that it saturates main memory with 71-94% across our three systems. Thus, gnu_parallel’s multiway merge is sufficiently competitive, and we utilize it as HET sort’s merging primitive.

**Sorting Large Data.** Contrary to P2P sort, HET sort is not limited by the combined GPU memory. Instead, it is explicitly designed to sort large data sets (i.e., data that exceeds the combined device memory of a multi-GPU system), assuming that the main memory capacity is sufficiently large. It achieves this by sequentially sorting multiple chunk groups. We refer to the set of $g$ chunks, each distributed to one GPU, as a chunk group. As soon as the first chunk group arrives on the GPUs, its chunks are sorted and copied back to host memory. Then, the second chunk group will be sorted. This process continues until all chunks are sorted and reside in main memory, leaving an ever-increasing number of sorted sublists for the CPU to merge. It is crucial to utilize the interconnect’s bidirectional transfer capability for copying the chunks back and forth. While a sorted chunk is copied back to the host, the next chunk is copied to its GPU concurrently. We implement the concurrent copies with two non-blocking CUDA streams. Modern GPUs are typically equipped with at least two copy engines providing the necessary hardware support for efficient data transfers. While the bidirectional copy optimization is without alternative, there are two approaches regarding the employed level of parallelism, which, in turn, influences the GPU memory utilization.

3n-Approach. The first approach reserves three buffers of chunk size $n$ in GPU memory. One buffer stores chunk $i$ while another is used as the auxiliary buffer for sorting chunk $i$. The third buffer is used for copying chunk $i$ from host to device while also copying the sorted chunk $i - 1$ back to the host. Performing two copy operations on the same buffer is achieved by an in-place data transfer swap. Thus, this approach allows for interleaving the two copy operations with the sort execution while only requiring three memory buffers on each GPU. Figure 10 illustrates the behavior. Concurrently executing copy and compute operations hides the cost of either the data transfer or the GPU sort (whichever takes less time). Given our data transfer and single-GPU sorting benchmarks, we can ensure that on-GPU sorting is the faster operation. For example, we measure Thrust to sort 16 GB of integers 4.75x faster than the bidirectional copies take on the DGX A100. On the IBM AC922 and its NVLink 2.0 CPU-GPU interconnects, sorting 12 GB is still 2x faster than the data transfer because of the bidirectional copy overhead. For large enough numbers of chunk groups, the total duration of the GPU sort phase is, thus, equal to the transfer time. Stehle and Jacobsen propose this strategy [71].

![Figure 10: Sorting large data with the 3n-approach (1 GPU)](image-url)
Given that we sort $g$ chunks, HET sort’s final merge phase has a time complexity of $O(n \log(g))$. P2P sort, on the other hand, requires $O(g - 1)$ merge stages, each of which involves P2P data transfers between the GPUs. In the worst case, one merge stage copies $O(n)$ keys. This results in a total of $O(n + (g - 1))$ P2P transfers within the merge phase of P2P sort. On average (for uniform data distributions), however, the pivot falls into the middle of the chunk, which results in significantly fewer data to be swapped: $O(\frac{c}{2} + (g - 1))$. We have already measured the negligible impact of the pivot selection algorithm on the total execution time. Based on our benchmarks of GPU merging primitives and interconnect analysis, we can conclude that the local two-way merge computation within each GPU’s memory does not have a significant running time either. Thus, the merge phase of P2P sort mainly depends on the P2P key swap throughput. Hence, we expect P2P sort to outperform HET sort as long as the number of GPUs $g$ is small enough and the system’s P2P interconnect paths relevant for the merge phase provide bandwidth rates roughly as high as the main memory (i.e., exclusive NVLink 2.0/3.0 connections).

To achieve the best performance with P2P sort on $g$ GPUs, choosing the $g$ GPUs whose interconnects combine the highest bandwidth is not enough. We need to specify which GPUs perform P2P swaps between each other so that the runtime is minimized. We identify the exact P2P connections for a GPU set $(i, j, k, l)$ using the order of its GPU identifiers $i, l$, thereby defining which chunks are merged in certain merge stages. GPUs $(i, j)$ and $(k, l)$ are merged in the pair-wise merge stages while, in the global merge stage, the P2P swaps happen between GPUs $(i, l)$ and $(j, k)$. The copy pattern of our parallel P2P transfer benchmarks in Section 4.3 mimics these merge phase swaps. Depending on the interconnect topology, the order influences the sort duration. On the IBM AC922, the best performing 4-GPU set is $(0, 1, 2, 3)$ because the pair-wise merges happen between NVLink-interconnected GPUs. We cannot avoid traversing the host side for the global merge stage. Consequently, the GPU set $(0, 2, 1, 3)$ performs worse for P2P sort. For HET sort, the GPU set order does not influence the performance.

### 5.4 Algorithm Discussion

We compare the two algorithms and outline the expected performance differences based on an analysis of the merge phases and the performed data transfers. For a direct comparison, we only focus on sorting data sets that fit into the combined GPU memory of a multi-GPU system. Then, the CPU-GPU data transfers are the same for the two algorithms as both transfer the entire data set of length $n$ to the $g$ GPUs and back once, distributing a chunk of size $n/g$ to each GPU. Since we use the fastest single-GPU sorting algorithm to sort a chunk for both algorithms, the performance difference can only lie in the merge phase. While P2P sort requires P2P data transfers between the GPUs in its merge phase, HET sort does not need more data transfers as the chunks are merged in main memory. Given that we sort $g$ chunks, HET sort’s final merge phase has a time complexity of $O(n \log(g))$. P2P sort, on the other hand, requires $O(g - 1)$ merge stages, each of which involves P2P data transfers between the GPUs. In the worst case, one merge stage copies $O(n)$ keys. This results in a total of $O(n + (g - 1))$ P2P transfers within the merge phase of P2P sort. On average (for uniform data distributions), however, the pivot falls into the middle of the chunk, which results in significantly fewer data to be swapped: $O(\frac{c}{2} + (g - 1))$. We have already measured the negligible impact of the pivot selection algorithm on the total execution time. Based on our benchmarks of GPU merging primitives and interconnect analysis, we can conclude that the local two-way merge computation within each GPU’s memory does not have a significant running time either. Thus, the merge phase of P2P sort mainly depends on the P2P key swap throughput. Hence, we expect P2P sort to outperform HET sort as long as the number of GPUs $g$ is small enough and the system’s P2P interconnect paths relevant for the merge phase provide bandwidth rates roughly as high as the main memory (i.e., exclusive NVLink 2.0/3.0 connections).

To achieve the best performance with P2P sort on $g$ GPUs, choosing the $g$ GPUs whose interconnects combine the highest bandwidth is not enough. We need to specify which GPUs perform P2P swaps between each other so that the runtime is minimized. We identify the exact P2P connections for a GPU set $(i, j, k, l)$ using the order of its GPU identifiers $i, l$, thereby defining which chunks are merged in certain merge stages. GPUs $(i, j)$ and $(k, l)$ are merged in the pair-wise merge stages while, in the global merge stage, the P2P swaps happen between GPUs $(i, l)$ and $(j, k)$. The copy pattern of our parallel P2P transfer benchmarks in Section 4.3 mimics these merge phase swaps. Depending on the interconnect topology, the order influences the sort duration. On the IBM AC922, the best performing 4-GPU set is $(0, 1, 2, 3)$ because the pair-wise merges happen between NVLink-interconnected GPUs. We cannot avoid traversing the host side for the global merge stage. Consequently, the GPU set $(0, 2, 1, 3)$ performs worse for P2P sort. For HET sort, the GPU set order does not influence the performance.

### 6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of multi-GPU sorting on systems with fast interconnects. Our analysis in Section 4 shows the importance of choosing the most suitably interconnected GPUs. For example, GPU pair $(0, 2)$ achieves a higher CPU-GPU copy throughput than $(0, 1)$ on the DGX A100. Thus, when sorting with...
g GPUs, we always choose the GPU set with the best transfer performance, which includes optimizing the GPU set order for P2P sort (see Section 5.4). In all experiments, the initial data is stored within host memory of node 0, and the CPU-GPU transfers are included in the sort duration. We disregard the GPU memory allocation times as we pre-allocate the memory, assuming exclusive system usage. We run each experiment ten times and report the arithmetic mean across all runs. Our open-source benchmark suite runs the experiments and generates the plots.

**CPU Sorting Baseline.** For a fair comparison of multi-GPU sorting to the CPU, we evaluate CPU sorting primitives from parallel algorithm libraries, as well as the state-of-the-art CPU radix sort algorithms from the literature. Our benchmarks include the GNU parallel algorithms extension [17, 69], Intel’s Thread Building Blocks library [29, 60], the parallel C++17 extension of std::sort, the parallel in-place radix sort PARADIS by Cho et al. [13], and the SIMD-enabled LSB radix sort by Polychroniou and Ross [61]. We find that PARADIS outperforms the library primitives. While the SIMD-enabled LSB radix sort is even faster for data sets of \( \leq 2 \)B keys on the DGX A100 and \( \leq 8 \)B on the DELTA D22x, PARADIS is platform-independent and provides the best performance for larger data sets. Polychroniou and Ross’ sorting algorithms use Intel SIMD instructions which the IBM AC922 does not support. Therefore, we employ PARADIS as our CPU sorting algorithm baseline.

### 6.1 Multi-GPU Sorting Algorithm Comparison

In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the two multi-GPU sorting algorithms (P2P sort and HET sort) for increasing numbers of GPUs and keys. For these experiments, the data to be sorted consists of uniformly distributed 32-bit integers. We evaluate which algorithm performs better on each of the three platforms from Table 1. To compare the two algorithms, we restrict the data size to fit into the combined memory of \( g \) GPUs. Thus, the heterogeneous approach sorts one chunk group and merges its chunks once on the CPU. As a result, the different pipelining strategies described in Section 5.3 do not apply as eager merging is not possible, and the \( 3n \)- and \( 2n \)-approach perform the same (given the same chunk size). For a more accurate evaluation, we break down the end-to-end sort duration into four phases (HtoD transfers, DtoH transfers, on-GPU sorting, and merging), showing which algorithm phase most heavily influences the execution time. The merge phase is performed either on the GPUs via P2P memory swaps or on the CPU, depending on the algorithm. The GPUs execute partly uncoupled (e.g., one GPU can start sorting while another GPU is still copying data from the host). We define a phase to end when the last GPU completes executing it. The calculated time durations are bound by the slowest executing GPU pipeline.

#### 6.1.1 IBM Power System AC922

We start the multi-GPU sorting algorithm comparison with the IBM AC922 (Table 1a). We analyze the single-GPU baseline as well as GPUs (0, 1) and (0, 1, 2, 3).

Figures 12a and 12b (top) show how the two multi-GPU sorting algorithms scale with increasing data sizes. Our first observation is that both algorithms scale linearly with the number of keys for one, two, and four GPUs. We observe that utilizing four GPUs does not improve performance over the single-GPU baseline on this system and data sizes that fit onto one GPU. Figure 12a shows that P2P sort achieves the best sorting performance, with a total duration of 0.24s for two GPUs. This constitutes a 1.5x speedup over one and 1.9x speedup over four GPUs. For HET sort, we observe longer sorting times on two GPUs as P2P sort outperforms HET sort by 32% for 4B integers. Using all four GPUs, both algorithms perform the same. Compared to the CPU radix sort PARADIS, we measure speedups of up to 14× for P2P sort and 9× for HET sort.

**Sort Duration Breakdown.** The sort duration breakdowns in Figures 12a and 12b (bottom) help in analyzing the main bottlenecks. For a clear comparison, each GPU set sorts a total of two billion 32-bit integer keys. Thus, each GPU sorts less data when using more GPUs. On this system, sorting with a single GPU is not bound by one phase only as all three make up approximately one-third of the total duration. For P2P sort, scaling to two GPUs results in the sort and the HtoD phase being halved while the DtoH copies are reduced down to only 64% (as already covered in Figure 2). In addition to the merge phase overhead, this explains the 1.5x speedup. Most of the merge phase time is spent on P2P key swaps. For two GPUs, the merge phase accounts for about 20% of the total execution time because the GPUs (0, 1) are directly connected via NVLink 2.0 for peak P2P throughput (see Figure 5b). For four GPUs, we measure the merge phase to be 3.6× slower than for two. This is because the number of merge stages increases and, more importantly, the unavoidable CPU-traversing P2P swaps throttle the merge performance due to the low X-Bus bandwidth. HET sort’s performance is bound by the CPU merge phase, which makes up 46% of the total sort duration for two GPUs. As discussed in Section 5.3, the CPU-based merge phase is bound by the main memory bandwidth. Compared to the P2P-based GPU merge, the CPU takes 3.6× longer to merge two chunks. For four chunks, the CPU merge duration increases by only 8%, which explains why the two algorithms perform the same on four GPUs. For a constant total data size, we measure similar execution times for gnu_parallel’s multiway merge with two and four sorted sublists, as the main memory bandwidth is saturated in any case.

**Figure 12: Multi-GPU sort performance on the IBM AC922**
6.1.2 DELTA System D22x M4 PS. For the DELTA D22x (Table 1b), we study the GPU sets (0), (0, 1), and (0, 1, 2, 3).

The measurements in Figures 13a and 13b (top) show linear scaling with increasing data sizes for both algorithms. Compared to the single-GPU baseline, P2P sort achieves 1.86x the performance with two GPUs while four GPUs sort 2.1x faster than one. This platform scales comparatively well up to four GPUs, although the speedup from two to four is less than from one to two. HET sort improves the performance for two GPUs by 52% over one. With four GPUs, it reaches the same 2.1x speedup that P2P sort achieves. Thus, HET sort again performs worse than P2P sort on directly NVLink-interconnected GPUs. Both multi-GPU sorting algorithms sort equally fast on four GPUs due to a lack of P2P interconnects and outperform PARADIS, our CPU baseline, by up to 9x.

**Sort Duration Breakdown.** In Figures 13a and 13b (bottom), we observe that the P2P sort’s 1.86x speedup for two GPUs over one is higher on this platform than on the IBM AC922. First, the DtoH copy is twice as fast on two GPUs compared to one, which is not the case on the IBM AC922. All phases except the merge scale with 2x speedup on the DELTA D22x. Second, the two-GPU merge phase has a negligible overall impact on this system due to the slow CPU-GPU transfers accounting for 84% of the total execution time. The low PCIe 3.0 bandwidth also explains why P2P sort is still 3x faster with two GPUs on the IBM AC922 than this system. In Figure 13a, we see why four GPUs outperform one only 2.1x. The HtoD and DtoH transfers are 4x faster on four GPUs because of exclusive PCIe switches for each GPU and a high enough CPU interconnect bandwidth (Figure 3b). However, the main bottleneck shifts from CPU-GPU data transfers on one GPU to P2P transfers in the merge phase on four GPUs. Since the global merge stage is not optimally P2P-interconnected, it is PCIe-bound (Figure 6). Thus, the merge phase makes up 45% of the total execution time. HET sort is slower than P2P sort on two GPUs because the CPU merges 3.8x slower than GPU pair (0, 1). Similar to the IBM AC922, the CPU merges just as fast as the insufficiently interconnected four GPUs. Four GPUs are only beneficial on this system because the sort and copy durations scale perfectly linearly.

6.1.3 NVIDIA DGX A100. Next, we look at the DGX A100 (Table 1c) for GPUs (0), (0, 2), (0, 2, 4, 6), and all eight GPUs.

In Figure 14a (top), we see that P2P sort achieves 1.9x faster execution with two GPUs over one. Four and eight GPUs outperform a single GPU 2.9x and 3.0x, respectively, reducing the total sort duration to 0.24s. This makes utilizing eight GPUs the best option for P2P sort, especially since eight GPUs can sort twice as much data as four. HET sort, seen in Figure 14b (top), improves the sort performance of a single GPU by 30% for two GPUs while four GPUs sort 1.84x faster than one. Scaling up to eight GPUs also provides the best HET sort performance, with 1.95x speedup over one GPU. Thus, P2P sort is faster than HET sort for all $g \in \{2, 4, 8\}$ on this system. Again, both achieve significant speedups (up to 7.8x for P2P sort and 5x for HET sort) over CPU-only sorting.

**Sort Duration Breakdown.** Figures 14a and 14b (bottom) show that sorting 2B keys with this system’s NVIDIA A100 GPU is almost twice as fast as with the NVIDIA Tesla V100 of the previous two platforms. We further observe the significant benefit of NVSwitch-powered P2P transfers: The merge phase of P2P sort has a minimal impact on the total execution time with only 4% for two, 13% for four, and 23% for eight GPUs. While the sort phase also plays a minor role, the data transfers via PCIe 4.0 are P2P sort’s main bottleneck on this platform. Sharing the PCIe switches limits the system’s scalability as transfer times are not reduced from four to eight GPUs (Figure 4). The CPU merge duration of HET sort stays constant for increasing numbers of chunks. Furthermore, gnu_parallel::multisort_merge achieves shorter execution times on the DGX A100, merging almost twice as fast as the IBM AC922 for two chunks and 2.75x quicker for four. Nonetheless, the P2P-based GPU merge is still significantly faster than the CPU merge, e.g., 3.3x for eight GPUs, which is the reason why P2P sort outperforms HET sort.

6.1.4 Conclusion. Across all systems, both multi-GPU sorting approaches show significant speedups over parallel CPU radix sort PARADIS, up to 14x (P2P sort) and 9x (HET sort). Therefore, multiple GPUs significantly accelerate sorting. The speedups are particularly high on the IBM AC922 as it is the system with the lowest...
We evaluate the performance of HET sort for data sizes that exceed
the combined GPU memory capacity. First, we compare the different
approaches and optimizations from Section 5.3. We analyze the
performance of the 2n- and 3n-approach, with and without eager
merging in Figure 15a. Then, we compare the best algorithm variant
with the state-of-the-art CPU-only radix sort PARADIS [13] in
Figure 15b. We sort up to 60B integers (240 GB) and conduct the
experiments on all three systems (see Table 1). The observations
are conceptually the same, and the takeaways consistent across all
systems. Since it achieves the shortest execution time, we depict
our results for the DGX A100 with eight GPUs.

In Figure 15a, we observe that the eager merging strategy
decreases performance for the 2n- and the 3n-approach. The main
reason is that the time it takes the CPU to merge the eight chunks
of one chunk group is significantly higher than the GPUs need for
sorting the chunks and returning them. This is especially the case
for the IBM AC922, where eagerly merging a chunk group takes up
to 2.2x longer than sorting and copying it back. Consequently,
the queue of merge tasks grows over time, postponing the final merge
phase. The supposed benefit of eager merging (i.e., the reduced
number of sorted sublists for the final merge) does not pay off. We
even measure the final merge of the eager merging approach to be
48% (DGX A100) and 70% (IBM AC922) longer than the final merge
where all chunks are merged at once. Besides, we observe the effect
of main memory bandwidth saturation for the eager merging
approaches. The memory bandwidth already limits the highly parallel
multiway merge for many threads. When concurrently executed
with bidirectional transfers to/from the GPUs, the CPU merge and
the transfers compete for the main memory bandwidth, decreasing
the CPU-GPU copy throughput. All effects combined, eager merging
worsens the performance by 1.5-1.75x.

6.2 Sorting Large Out-Of-Core Data

We evaluate the performance of HET sort for data sizes that exceed
the combined GPU memory capacity. First, we compare the different
approaches and optimizations from Section 5.3. We analyze the
performance of the 2n- and 3n-approach, with and without eager
merging in Figure 15a. Then, we compare the best algorithm variant
with the state-of-the-art CPU-only radix sort PARADIS [13] in
Figure 15b. We sort up to 60B integers (240 GB) and conduct the
experiments on all three systems (see Table 1). The observations
are conceptually the same, and the takeaways consistent across all
systems. Since it achieves the shortest execution time, we depict
our results for the DGX A100 with eight GPUs.

In Figure 15a, we observe that the eager merging strategy
decreases performance for the 2n- and the 3n-approach. The main
reason is that the time it takes the CPU to merge the eight chunks
of one chunk group is significantly higher than the GPUs need for
sorting the chunks and returning them. This is especially the case
for the IBM AC922, where eagerly merging a chunk group takes up
to 2.2x longer than sorting and copying it back. Consequently,
the queue of merge tasks grows over time, postponing the final merge
phase. The supposed benefit of eager merging (i.e., the reduced
number of sorted sublists for the final merge) does not pay off. We
even measure the final merge of the eager merging approach to be
48% (DGX A100) and 70% (IBM AC922) longer than the final merge
where all chunks are merged at once. Besides, we observe the effect
of main memory bandwidth saturation for the eager merging
approaches. The memory bandwidth already limits the highly parallel
multiway merge for many threads. When concurrently executed
with bidirectional transfers to/from the GPUs, the CPU merge and
the transfers compete for the main memory bandwidth, decreasing
the CPU-GPU copy throughput. All effects combined, eager merging
worsens the performance by 1.5-1.75x.

6.3 Sorting Different Data Sets

Lastly, we benchmark the impact of the data distribution and the
data type on the execution time of P2P and HET sort.

Distribution Type. In Figure 16, we show the sort duration of the
algorithms for differently distributed data for the IBM AC922
with two GPUs. We observe the performance of P2P sort to be
stable for uniform and normal distributions. The number of P2P

Figure 15a also shows that the 2n- and 3n-approach sort equally
fast without eager merging. For a fair comparison, both approaches
utilize the same total GPU memory of 33 GB. The 2n-approach
employs a chunk size of 4.125B integers, while the 3n-approach
uses chunks of size 2.75B. As discussed in Section 5.3, the copy-
compute overlap in the 3n-approach hides the sort duration on the
GPUs. We measure the on-GPU sort as the least influential
factor in the total execution time. When sorting 60B integers,
the full GPU sort phase and the final CPU merge phase each account
for half the total duration (2⇥5s). Most of the sort phase duration
comprises data transfers to and from the GPUs. The accumulated
time that the GPUs spend on sorting accounts for only 3% of the
total execution time on the DGX A100. Therefore, the main advantage
of the 3n-approach (i.e., hiding the sorting computation) does not
have a significant performance impact. On the IBM AC922, where
hiding the on-GPU sorting has the highest relative impact due to
NVLink-powered CPU-GPU transfers, we observe a significantly
higher merging bottleneck: For 32B integers on two GPUs, the final
CPU merge accounts for 77% (10s) of the total execution time (13s),
which overshadows the benefit of overlapping GPU copy/compute
operations. Since the combined data transfer times are equal, the
2n- and 3n-approach perform almost identically.

In Figure 15b, we compare HET sort (2n-approach, no eager
merging) with PARADIS as our CPU baseline. Despite the bidi-
rectional copy overhead, we observe that HET sort outperforms
PARADIS even for increasing data sizes. We measure speedups of
2.6⇥ for 60B keys on the DGX A100. On the IBM AC922 with two
GPUs and the DELTA D22x with four GPUs, we measure HET sort
to outperform the CPU with similar speedups (2.3-2.5⇥).

Conclusion. We find that contrary to previous research [19],
eager merging decreases HET sort’s performance due to host-side
bottlenecks (i.e., the weaker CPU merge and the limited main mem-
ory bandwidth). We show that, on modern platforms, overlapped
copy and compute operations do not notably improve the sorting
duration because, relative to the total execution time, the impact of
hiding the GPU sort computation is negligible. Still, multiple GPUs
accelerate sorting large out-of-core data considerably.

Figure 15: Sorting large data on the DGX A100 with 8 GPUs
When sorting with four GPUs on the IBM AC922, we measure Tesla V100, sorting the 32-bit data types takes only 83-88% as long.

Thus, we measure less variance for different data distributions on the DGX A100 with NVSwitch. HET sort is stable for all distributions as the merge phase is memory bandwidth-bound.

Data Type. We evaluate both multi-GPU sorting algorithms for different data types. We sort 4B integers and floats (32-bit) and 2B doubles and longs (64-bit). Therefore, we sort 8 GB of data in each experiment. On the NVIDIA A100, we observe the 32 and 64-bit data type sorting runs perform similarly (within 9%). Both GPUs have twice as many 32-bit as 64-bit cores. On the NVIDIA Tesla V100, sorting the 32-bit data types takes only 83-88% as long as for 64-bit types. Profiling reveals that thrust::sort performs disproportionately better on 32-bit keys on the Tesla V100.

7 DISCUSSION

Having evaluated two multi-GPU sorting algorithms, we observe both to scale linearly with increasing data sizes while outperforming highly parallel CPU-only sorting algorithms, even for large out-of-core data. However, we find that P2P sort achieves better performance than HET sort across three modern platforms as HET sort tends to become bound by the CPU merge and the main memory bandwidth. Thus, future research should evaluate the suitability of a P2P-based GPU merge for large data. We confirm the findings of Gowanlock and Karsin who claim that high-bandwidth interconnects make GPU-based merging necessary [19].

Regarding interconnect bandwidth, we extend prior findings. Many GPU-accelerated algorithms, including P2P sort, are not only interconnect-bound for PCIe 3.0 [62, 63], but also for PCIe 4.0. Tanasic et al. evaluate their P2P-based algorithm on a purely PCIe 3.0 interconnected platform and still measure 3.3× the speedup on four GPUs [72]. At the time, the GPU’s computational power was the main bottleneck. However, recent advances in GPU performance have outpaced the development of interconnects by far. This is why today, the sorting computation on the GPUs, is never the bottleneck. Multi-GPU systems that still include PCIe 3.0 interconnects are highly bandwidth-bound. Until now, the state-of-the-art approach of mitigating the data transfer bottleneck has been overlapping compute with copy operations [58, 71, 76]. However, our large data experiments show that this does not hold anymore since the performance of GPUs has become orders of magnitude higher than that of their interconnects. Even for high-bandwidth interconnects, we still observe transfer-related bottlenecks on the host-side to negatively impact the efficiency of modern multi-GPU systems. Low CPU interconnect bandwidth makes it infeasible to involve remote GPUs on the IBM AC922 if the input data resides in the host memory of a single NUMA node. An insufficient number of PCIe switches limits the benefit of involving neighboring GPUs due to shared bandwidth effects on the DGX A100. Thus, we conclude that, since P2P throughput has increased, hardware systems now need to provide fast CPU-GPU transfers to improve the scalability of modern multi-GPU systems to all their GPUs.

Nonetheless, we show that modern P2P interconnects accelerate merging considerably. For GPUs with NVLink 2.0 or NSwitch 3.0 as P2P interconnects, we measure speedups up to 14× with P2P sort over state-of-the-art CPU-only sorting. On these systems, inter-GPU communication is not the limiting factor anymore. Modern platforms increasingly include NvSwitch (e.g., top-of-the-line cloud instances) [3, 44]. Thus, assuming fast P2P throughput when designing multi-GPU algorithms becomes more and more viable. For systems with few P2P interconnects, future work should evaluate multi-hop routing for the P2P merge phase, similar to Paul et al.’s work [55]. Data transfers are redirected to their destination over multiple GPUs instead of traversing the host-side via PCIe 3.0. However, this strategy is limited to systems where multi-hop traversals can benefit from high-speed interconnects (e.g., DeltaD22x). More importantly, we suggest reducing the P2P communication by designing a radix partitioning-based multi-GPU sorting algorithm that swaps the keys between all GPUs only once (all-to-all). This approach would highly benefit accelerator platforms with many NVSwitch-interconnected GPUs such as the DGX A100.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct an extensive analysis of modern CPU-GPU, and P2P interconnects covering serial, parallel, and bidirectional data transfers for multiple GPUs. Furthermore, we evaluate a P2P-based (P2P sort) and a heterogeneous (HET sort) multi-GPU sorting algorithm on three state-of-the-art accelerator platforms. P2P and HET sort significantly outperform the state-of-the-art CPU radix sort on all systems. If the GPUs are directly connected via high-bandwidth NVLink 2.0 or NVLink 3.0-based NvSwitch, we demonstrate that P2P sort outperforms HET sort up to 1.65× as the CPU’s merging performance is a limiting factor. For P2P sort, we find that CPU-GPU data transfers are the main bottleneck. Since the IBM AC922 is the only system with NVLink 2.0 CPU-GPU interconnects, it achieves the shortest end-to-end sort durations. Overall, multiple GPUs accelerate sorting considerably, and the emerging trend towards high CPU-GPU interconnect bandwidth promises more efficient multi-GPU platforms [5, 53].
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